PHYSICAL SECURITY
A Network Approach to Physical Security

Total physical security is invaluable to your business and starts with the
protection of human capital, intellectual property and physical assets. As
a leader in designing custom IP-based security systems, Presidio has the
knowledge and expertise to effectively integrate physical security technologies
into your network in a way that fits your needs and budget.

Video Surveillance
Keep an eye on your assets
It is critical that you are able to know what goes on in-and-around your
facility in order to protect your valuable assets. We work to evaluate and

Our Physical Security System
includes:
• Video Surveillance
• Card Access
• ID Credential Systems
• Door Entry Systems
• Intrusion Detection
• Visitor Management
Systems
Systems
About Physical Security:
An advanced physical security

• Surveillance of personnel and assets (property/employees/materials)
• Audit and forensic search capabilities
• Remote IP-based viewing capability via VPN or mobility applications
• Interoperability based on industry standards
• Video Analytics

Access Control
The ability to manage who can access your facilities protects both personnel
and property, controlling risks and costs.
• Scheduled door locking and unlocking
• Authorized user access
• Multiple building monitoring over LAN/WAN
• Status and event reporting
• Perimeter detection
• Identify who, when, and where

erence between peace of mind
and a business crippling incident. We focus on preventing
security risks, because no one

PHYSICAL SECURITY
Visitor Management Systems
Managing risks to protect resources
enrollment into an organization’s system, all to protect your employees and to
support a positive visitor experience.
With visitor management systems you will be able to:
• Audit Trail
• Assign Access Privileges
• Assign Employee Hosts
• Schedule Visits with Access Requirements
• Track Visitors
• Generate Detailed Reports to Meet Compliance Requirements

Emergencies are an unfortunate occurrence, but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t
be prepared. A situational awareness solution for monitoring, event linkage,
reporting, and administration can reduce your overall cost and response time to
situations for which no one wants to plan.

ID Credential Systems
Protect your people and properties
We design and install ID credential systems that integrate into your existing
employee database and active directory. This ensures the correct privileges
are assigned to the right people. With centrally managed employee security
information, you can manage the ID lifecycle from enrollment and information
management to access revocation.
“Your assets’ security is our
top priority.”
Sandra Terrell
Physical Security ISR

Speak with a representative about our
Physical Security System Solutions today.

About Presidio:
We think about, architect,
implement, and support the
practical reality of advanced
technologies every day. We are
not just trusted partners, we
enable new thinking. For more
information please contact us
at: www.presidio.com
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